
Maternity

Contact Taria via 
Web: www.TariaReed.com
Email: Taria@TariaReed.com

Phone: 848-565-5656
Fax: 732-527-0374



F.A.Q.

 When is the best time to book a maternity session?
I suggest having the session take place about 6-8 weeks 
before your due date. Bellies are usually just the right size 

for capturing at this time.

Do you do more dramatic maternity photos?
Are you looking for something a bit more artistic? We love Are you looking for something a bit more artistic? We love 
shooting the pregnant body in implied nudes. Celebrate this 
time in your life, you are beautiful and we want to show 

that in your photographs.

What to Wear?
Before your session  wear loose fitting clothing and avoid 
elastic, such as underwear or a bra, on the day of their shoot. 
This will prevent strap marks and lines from appearing. 

I will provide a selection of draping materials. 

Wear anything you feel comfortable in and LOVE. Avoid 
paterns, stripes, and plaids unless you love them and theypaterns, stripes, and plaids unless you love them and they

are a true representation of your personality.

I recommend solid colors (white, black, brown, gray). Avoid
bright pink and yellow, they don’t usually turn out great.

Pants - jeans and black yoga pants work very well. Bring jeans
that will have a snug fit. we won’t zip or button them, just fold
them down. Bring any pretty scarves or wraps you have also.

Look for anything clingy, not necessarily tight, fabrics with a Look for anything clingy, not necessarily tight, fabrics with a 
bit of stretch. Pregnant women have beautiful curves and 

we want to show that off!! 

MATERNITY & NEWBORN SESSION  - $295.00
Session includes:

     :: a maternity session (10-15 gallery images)
     :: a newborn session  (25-35 gallery images)
     :: 24 custom 5x7 birth announcements 

:: Maternity sessions are ONLY offered through this 
combined session optioncombined session option

Ala Carte Pricing

All images are printed by the finest professional labs in North 
America. Images are all printed upon professional photographic paper 
with a lustre finish.  All wall portrait 11x14 and larger are mounted on 

styrene for durability and beauty, ready for framing. 

:: NJ 7% sales tax & $10 shipping will be added to all orders.

I also offer a variety of specialty products including fine art canvas, I also offer a variety of specialty products including fine art canvas, 
custom designed birth announcements and holiday cards, storyboards, 
gorgeous hard covered books and stunning albums.  Samples of all the 
products are provided upon request.  For more detailed pricing 

information, please contact me via phone or at info@TariaReed.com 

A NOTE ABOUT COPYRIGHT

Taria Reed retains all copyrights to your images.  It is ILLEGAL to Taria Reed retains all copyrights to your images.  It is ILLEGAL to 
copy, scan, or duplicate your photographs in any form.  Doing so may 
result in legal action.  All images are protected by the Federal 

Copyright Law, violation of this law may result in fines up to $150,000.  

**Prices are subject to change at any time 
however prices are locked in at your time of booking.**

desk portraits
Wallets (8).............$20
5x7 and smaller  ...$20
8x10 .....................$20

wall portraits
11x14....................$50
16x20....................$95
20x24....................$125
20x30.....................$175
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